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Abstract. The three-dimensional structure of the nico- 
tinic acetylcholine receptor (AChR) from Torpedo 
californica, crystallized both before and after removal 
of associated proteins, most notably the main 43-kD 
cytoskeletal protein that interacts both with AChR and 
actin, is determined to a resolution of 22 ,~. This is 
the first structural analysis where the 43-kD protein 
has been removed from the sample before crystalliza- 
tion. Thus, it provides the most reliable assessment of 
what constitutes the structure of the minimal five 
subunit AChR complex, and, by comparison with the 
native membrane, of the location of the 43-kD 
cytoskeletal protein. 

Image reconstruction of two-dimensional crystals in- 
cludes information from electron images of up to 
+52 ° tilted specimens of latticed AChR. Hybrid den- 
sity maps that include x-ray diffraction perpendicular 
to the membrane to 12.5 A resolution were used and 
eliminate some of the distortions introduced in maps 
based only on electron microscopic analyses. 

Comparison of the difference Fourier density maps 
between AChR with its normal complement of as- 
sociated proteins, and without them shows that the 
main density, assigned to the actin-binding 43-kD 
component is closely associated with the lipid bilayer 

as well as with the cytoplasmic domain of the AChR. 
It binds beside the AChR, not beneath it as suggested 
by others (C. Toyoshima and N. Unwin 1988. Nature 
[Lond.]. 336:237-240). There is good agreement be- 
tween the volumes of density for structural compo- 
nents and expected volumes based on their molecular 
weight. 

Acetylcholine receptors aggregate in the absence of 
any cytoskeletal proteins, suggesting that the AChR 
alone is sufficient to encode and stabilize clustering, 
and perhaps to do so during synaptogenesis. The main 
43-kD component may play a role in location and rate 
of association of AChR. We show that the disulfide 
bond that cross-links t5-6 chains of adjacent pentamers 
in about 80% of AChR, is not required to stabilize the 
lattice of AChR. Latticed tube structures are stable 
indefinitely. The lattices described here have 20% less 
volume of lipid than those originally obtained and 
characterized by J. Kistler and R. M. Stroud (1981. 
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA. 78:3678-3682), or those 
subsequently characterized by A. Brisson and P. N. T. 
Unwin (1984. J. Cell Biol. 99:1202-1211) and A. Bris- 
son and P. N. T. Unwin (1985. Nature (Lond.). 
315:474-477). 

T 
rIE acetylcholine receptor is a 295-kD complex of 
five homologous transmembrane glycoprotein subunits 
(Raftery et al., 1980) arranged like staves around a cen- 

tral channel (Klymkowsky and Stroud, 1979; Kistler et al., 
1982). The cylindrical 25-A-diam entry well surrounded by 
protein extends "~55/~ above the membrane into the synapse 
and controls the electrostatic field upon approach of an ion 
to the narrowest part of the transmembrane pore (Klym- 
kowsky and Stroud, 1979; Kistler et al., 1982; Toyoshima 
and Unwin, 1988) that lies in the center of the five-subunit 
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complex (Kistler et al., 1982). The bilayer is 41 /~ _ 1 ,~ 
thick between head groups (Ross et al., 1977: Stroud and 
Agard~ 1979). The transmembrane part of the channel is 
,~40 A long, and ,x,7 A in diameter (Kistler et al., 1982) 
forming the narrowest parts of the ion-conducting channel. 

Gating of the acetylcholine receptor (AChR) L may be pro- 
vided in part by tight ion-binding sites that are located within 
the transmembrane portion of the resting channel (Fairclough 
et al., 1986). Neurotoxins, which lock the channel closed 
(Jackson, 1984) and compete with acetylcholine for high 

1. Abbreviations used in this paper: AChR, acetylcholine receptor; BgTx, 
bungarotoxin; CTE contrast transfer function. 
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affinity sites on the ot-subunits of the receptor are located on 
the top crest of the synaptic rim (Klymkowsky and Stroud, 
1979; Fairclough et al., 1983). 

Upon binding agonists, the ion channel is opened, allow- 
ing the influx of "~104 sodium ions/ms/AChR into the cell, 
and the consequent depolarization of the post-synaptic mem- 
brane (Anderson and Stevens, 1973; Neher and Sakman, 
1976). The conformational changes associated with binding 
of the agonist carbamylcholine seem to be small as assessed 
by tritium-hydrogen exchange. This is the case for desensi- 
tizing concentrations of carbamylcholine (>10/zM). Only 
slightly larger changes accompany treatment with activating 
concentrations (<10 ~tM) (McCarthy and Stroud, 1989a). 
The small changes upon desensitization have been character- 
ized in three dimensions by Unwin et al. (1988). More sig- 
nificant changes occur in the part of the protein that is in con- 
tact with the lipid bilayer and surrounds the ion conducting 
channel as assessed by a dramatic decrease in labeling from 
the lipids by the lipophilic diazirine 3-trifluoromethyl-3- 
iodophenyl diazirine (White and Cohen, 1988; McCarthy 
and Stroud, 1989b). Neurotoxins c~-bungarotoxin and curare 
induce much larger changes in conformation and so must 
close down channel function by a mechanism other than ei- 
ther stabilizing the resting state or desensitization (McCarthy 
and Stroud, 1989a). 

The subunit arrangement around the channel is unique. 
The alpha chains are separated by one other subunit (Holtz- 
man et al., 1982; Zingsheim et al., 1982; Fairclough et al., 
1983; Bon et al., 1984; Kubalek et al., 1987). Based on 
immuno-electron microscopy, the most accurately measured 
angular distance between equivalent epitopes on the two 
c~-subunits is 144 ° + 4 ° (n * 360°/5) (Fairclough et al., 
1983), consistent with a quasi-symmetrical and nearly pre- 
cise pentameric arrangement (Fairclough et al., 1983). The 
subunit arrangement, ctBtx3,t5 clockwise as seen from the 
synapse, was deduced from immunoelectron microscopy 
using specific anti-tx-subunit Fab fragments of monoclonal 
antibodies, and chemical cross-linking (Kistler et al., 1982; 
Fairclough et al., 1983). The possibility of chemical cross- 
linking not necessarily being to nearest neighbors renders it 
indirect. Further evidence in favor of the same arrangement 
of subunits, placed in the crystal unit cell have been inferred 
on the basis of projection difference maps generated between 
AChR in the presence of Fab fragments of monoclonal anti- 
AChR antibodies, wheat germ agglutinin, and c~-bungaro- 
toxin (Kubalek et al., 1987). Problems with the recognized 
cross-reactivity of anti-subunit antibodies and penetration of 
the antibody fragments into the generally sealed vesicles ren- 
der these procedures also indirect. Nevertheless, the subunit 
arrangement is an agreed consensus at this time. 

AChR and the Cytoskeleton 
In the mature synapse, the AChR is found to be associated 
with a number of different components, but stoichiometri- 
cally so with only one principal component, a 43-kD protein 
that has actin binding capacity. The other minor AChR- 
associated cytoskeletal proteins have roles in linking AChR 
to the cytoskeleton, in clustering of AChR, and in provision 
of ATP near regions where the Na+/K ÷ ATPase is also con- 
centrated (Froehner, 1986). There is no solid evidence that 
any of these proteins regulate the activity of AChR. We show 
here that AChR alone, after removal of the cytoskeletal corn- 

ponents still encodes the ability to aggregate in ordered fash- 
ion in vitro in the membrane. It is possible that this may play 
a role in synaptogenesis. We show direct evidence for a close 
association between the 43-kD protein and cytoplasmic do- 
mains of AChR. 

Clusters of AChR, which form simply with time in the ab- 
sence of synaptic: interactions in tissue culture (Prives et al., 
1982; Stya and Axelrod, 1983), accumulate at sites of inner- 
vation along the postsynaptic membrane (Ziskind-Conhaim 
et al., 1984). Within these regions, the AChR is apparently 
bound and immobilized, through interactions both with the 
basal lamina (Bayne et al., 1984; Olek et al., 1986) and with 
the cytoskeleton (Cartaud et al., 1981, 1982). The linkage 
between the AChR and the cytoskeleton and other associated 
proteins can be released by treatment at pH 11.0 for 1 h. 
These extrinsic membrane proteins can then be separated 
from the sample in a subsequent step (Neubig et al., 1979). 
Specifically, a class of proteins having a relative molecular 
mass 43,000 D are removed, typically referred to as the 43- 
kD, or v~, v2, and v3 proteins, which can be distinguished by 
isoelectric focussing, v2 and v3 are minor components and 
have been shown to be cytosolic (Gysin et al., 1981), with 
v2 identified as creatine kinase and v3 as actin (Gy.sin et al., 
1983). vt (herein to be referred to as 43-kD protein) has 
been identified as the major component of the "subsynaptic 
density" (Caraud et al., 1981) observed at sites of innervation 
on muscle and Torpedo electric organ by specific labeling 
with monoclonal antibodies raised against the v~ 43-kD pro- 
tein (Froehner et al., 1981; Nghiem et al., 1983) and exists 
at the synapse at ~1:1 stoichiometry with the AChR (LaRo- 
chelle and Froehner, 1986). There is evidence, on nitrocellu- 
lose, that the 43-kD protein binds actin (Walker et al., 1984). 
A close interaction with the AChR is also suggested by chem- 
ical cross-linking studies, where the 43-kD protein has been 
found to cross-link specifically to the/3 subunit of the AChR 
(Burden et al., 1983). cDNAs encoding two 43-kD proteins, 
differing in their carboxy termini, have been isolated and 
cloned from Torpedo californica electroplax (Frail et al., 
1987). These genes and proteins show no homology with any 
other available sequences. 

Removal of the 43-kD protein, by alkaline extraction, in- 
creases the rotational (Lo et al., 1980; Rousselet et al., 1982) 
and translational (Barrantes et al., 1980) mobility of the 
AChR, and lessens its heat stability (Saitoh et al., 1979). (It 
is not possible in any of these studies to separate the effects 
of incubating the AChR for 1 h at pH 11.0, typical conditions 
for alkaline extraction, from those effects resulting from 
removal of the 43-kD protein). These observations are in ac- 
cord with the general picture that synaptic AChR is immobi- 
lized through interactions with both the basal lamina and the 
cytoskeleton, and that the 43-kD protein acts as a noncova- 
lent cross-linker between the AChR and the cytoskeleton, 
perhaps by binding to actin. 

Three-Dimensional Structure of AChR 
Electron microscopy and x-ray diffraction have already pro- 
vided an understanding of the three-dimensional shape of the 
AChR, (Kistler et al., 1982; Stroud and Finer-Moore, 1985; 
Toyoshima and Unwin, 1988) and evidence for bundles of 
oriented or-helices within the complex (Ross et al.z 1977; 
Stroud and Finer-Moore, 1985). Rosettes of 70-80-A diam- 
eter seen in the postsynaptic membrane (Nickel and Potter, 
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1973; Cartaud et al., 1973; Cartaud et al., 1978) were shown 
to be AChR using immuno-electron microscopy (Klymkow- 
sky and Stroud, 1979), where it was also demonstrated that 
the neurotoxin binding sites lie on the top crest of the AChR. 
Ross et al. (1977) described and characterized uranyl acetate- 
stained AChR in projection, in ordered, two-dimensional 
crystalline sheets. Kistler and Stroud (1981) first discovered 
and characterized two-dimensional AChR crystals found in 
tubular vesicles from T. californica with 43-kD protein pres- 
ent. In combination with x-ray diffraction data a hybrid three- 
dimensional structure was derived (Kistler et al., 1982). Our 
tube lattices were not then well enough ordered to justify a 
full electron micrographic 3-dimensional analysis. Better 
ordered tubes were obtained from T. marmorata (Brisson 
and Unwin, 1984). These permitted Brisson and Unwin 
(1984, 1985) to include diffraction from tilted specimens and 
analyze frozen, hydrated samples wherein the cross section 
of the membrane-spanning regions of the protein are evident. 
Determination of the boundaries of the membrane-spanning 
regions, however, required the comparison of both stained 
and unstained specimens since the bilayer in these T. mar- 
marota tubes was not visible. Omission of the sucrose den- 
sity gradient used by Kistler and Stroud (1981) yielded the 
better-ordered material from T. californica we discuss here. 
In all previous structural analyses, approximately equimolar 
amounts of the 43-kD protein, and lesser amounts of other 
proteins, were present (though not always acknowledged to 
be present) and account for some of the density observed on 
the cytoplasmic surface as we now show. 

After this manuscript was submitted, Toyoshima and Un- 
win (1988) reported helical reconstruction of ice-embedded 
tubes and of already formed tubes dialyzed against pH 11 im- 
mediately before freezing. In that case, while the associated 
proteins probably are loosened, they are not physically re- 
moved from the sample. In view of the sealed nature of many 
of the tube-containing vesicles, and the strong affinity of 43- 
kD protein for other proteins, it is likely that the associated 
proteins are still present inside the tubes. In our case the 43- 
kD proteins were removed from the system before tube for- 
mation. Thus, ours is the only analysis of tubular crystals 
where the associated proteins have been removed before 
crystallization. 

Here we describe the biochemistry of both native and 
alkali-stripped samples containing tubular crystals and com- 
pare the AChR structure with that where the interactions 
with the associated proteins are maintained during the crys- 
tallization. Recent reviews of AChR structure and function 
include McCarthy et al., 1986; Stroud and Finer-Moore, 
1985; Popot and Changeux, 1984; and Conti-Tronconi and 
Raftery, 1982. 

Materials and Methods 

Sample Purification 
Samples of AChR-rich membrane fragments were prepared using modifica- 
tions of the techniques of Klymkowsky et al. (1980) and Kistler and Stroud 
(1981), but without the sucrose density gradient sedimentation since we find 
that this produces better-ordered lattices. 60 g of excised electric organ from 
T. californica, either fresh or after storage in liquid nitrogen, was homogen- 
ized in 120 ml of chilled homogenization buffer (400 mM NaCI, 5 mM 
EDTA, 5 mM EGTA, 5 mM iodoacetamide, 0.2 mM PMSF in EtOH, 
0.02% NAN3, 10 mM Na H2PO4, pH 7.4, filtered through a 0.2-pm pore 
size filter [Nucleopore Corp., Pleasanton, CA]) in a homogenizer (model 

No. 23; Vir Tis Co., Inc., Gardiner, NY) for 4 min. The crude homogenate 
was centrifuged for 15 rain at 6,500 rpm in an SS-34 rotor (DuPont Co., 
Wilmington, DE), and the resulting supernatant was collected through 8 
layers of cheesecloth. The filtered supernatant was centrifuged for 55 min 
at 19,500 rpm in an SS-34 rotor and the pelleted membrane fractions sus- 
pended in K buffer (1 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 0.2 mM PMSE 0.02% 
NAN3, 10 mM Na H2PO4, pH 7.8, filtered through a 0.2-p.m pore size filter 
(Nucleopore Corp.). 

For quantitative removal of the 43-kD and associated proteins from the 
sample before crystallization, a portion of the native, suspended membrane 
fraction was again taken through the low speed/high speed centrifugation 
cycle described above, and the resulting membrane pellet was resuspended 
in distilled water. The pH was adjusted to 11.0 by the addition of dilute 
NaOH, to allow for the extraction of extrinsic membrane proteins as de- 
scribed by Neubig et al. (1979), and incubated for 1 h at 22°C. The mem- 
branes were pelleted by high speed centrifugation and resuspended in K 
buffer. SDS-PAGE confirmed that the 43~kD protein had been completely 
removed from the samples to be set up for crystallization. 

Aliquots from both native and stripped membrane preparations were 
diluted to ~l-2-mg/ml protein, brought to 50 mM in CaCl2, and incubated 
at 20C for growing ordered vesicular tubes. Suspensions were assayed peri- 
odically for the appearance of ordered vesicles. Aliquots of the vesicle solu- 
tions were taken at these times and frozen at -20°C, for subsequent bio- 
chemical analysis. 

Functional Assays 

Protein concentration was determined using the procedure of Lowry et al. 
(1951) as modified for membrane proteins by Markwell et al. (1978). 0.1% 
SDS/10% polyacrylamide gels were run on a gel apparatus (Mini-Protean 
II; Bio-Rad Laboratories, Cambridge, MA) following the protocol of 
Laemmli (1970). ~bungarotoxin (BgTx) was either prepared by us from 
lyophilized snake venom, essentially following the protocol of Mebs et al. 
(1972), or purchased from Sigma Chemical Co., (St. Louis, MO). [125I]- 
BgTx was purchased from Amersham Corp. (Arlington Heights, IL), and 
its binding to the AChR was measured by the filter binding assay of Schmidt 
and Raftery (1973) using DE81 discs from Whatman Inc. (Clifton, NJ). 

Electron Microscopy 

400-mesh copper grids covered with parlodian, and overlayed with a thin 
carbon film, were rendered hydrophilic by glow-discharge in air. A 5-#1 
sample applied to a grid was allowed to settle for 30 s, and then blotted dry 
with filter paper. Subsequently, the grid was washed 4 times on drops of 
distilled water, blotted dry between each wash, stained with 0.2% uranyl- 
acetate (pH 4.5) for 5 s, and bloued. Electron microscopy was carried out 
using an accelerating voltage of 80 kV on a microscope with a low dose kit 
(EM 400; Phillips Electronic Instruments, Eindhoven, Holland). 

Grids were scanned for suitable looking vesicles at 2,500× magnifica- 
tion, and ordered vesicles were imaged at 40,540x magnification under 
low-dose conditions. The actual magnification was standardized in each 
case from unit cell dimensions of uranyl acetate stained images of beef liver 
catalase (Unwin, 1975). The electron dose for recording images was set to 
be under 20 e-//~ 2 using a dose-calibrated electrometer connected to the 
viewing screen. To minimize radiation damage, no more than five images 
were recorded from a single tube. Images were recorded on film (4489; 
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, NY) developed for 4 rain in 4 times normal 
developer (DI9; Eastman Kodak Co.) strength to increase effective film 
sensitivity under low dose conditions. To obtain three-dimensional data 
specimens were tilted by prescribed angles up to +52 ° and imaged at 9,000- 
17,000/~ underfocus. The degree of underfocus was calculated from the po- 
sitions of the Thou rings (Thon, 1971), using the manufacturer-provided 
spherical aberration coefficient of 3.6 mm. The degree of order of AChR 
in vesicles was assessed by optical diffraction and selected regions were 
digitized on a flatbed scanning densitometer (1010M; Perkin Elmer Corp., 
Norwalk, CT) using a 20/~m aperture and step size equivalent to 5/~ in 
the object. 

Three-Dimensional Image Reconstruction 
Digitized regions of AChR arrays were displayed on an image processor 
(6400; Gould/DeAnza Co., San Jose, CA), and well-preserved areas, typi- 
cally 200 × 300 pixels, were floated and padded to 512 x 512 pixels, and 
then Fourier transformed. Since the helical, crystalline vesicles flatten on 
the grid, both sides are superposed in the image. An example of separation 
and indexation of the diffraction patterns from the two faces of the flattened 
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Figure 1. Computed Fourier transforms from ordered tubular arrays 
of AChR. (a) The central region of the transform from an untilted 
native acetylcholine receptor array is indexed. The vertical line in- 
dicates the direction of the long axis of the tube. (b) The diffraction 
pattern from the same array after it had been tilted by 52 ° around 
the indicated axis. (c) The central region of diffraction from an un- 
tilted acetylcholine receptor array crystallised after 43-kD and as- 
sociated proteins had been removed. In each case, indexing of the 
better preserved lattice is indicated. Projection amplitudes and 
phases are listed in Table I. Open squares surround the strong peaks 
and open circles surround the weak (hk) reflections with k = odd. 
These contain information that corresponds to the difference be- 
tween the two molecules in the unit cell. Also indicated in a, with 
open diamonds, are the reflections arising from the less well- 
preserved lattice. The length of the vertical line (a) corresponds to 
0.05614/~-J. 

vesicle is shown in Fig. 1 a. The lattice whose extra-cellular face is in con- 
tact with the grid always showed better preservation of order, particularly 
at high angles of tilt (Fig. 1 b), and this one was chosen for all subsequent 
image reconstruction. The reciprocal lattice parameters were refined by 
least-squares minimization of the difference between observed and calcu- 
lated reflection positions. For projection data, the amplitude, phase, and 
figures of merit were determined by intensity-weighted averaging over the 
peaks of each reflection (Ross et al., 1977). The well-preserved area of each 
image was corrected for crystal-lattice distortions, an idea first described 
and applied in reciprocal space by Hayward and Stroud (1981), but now fol- 
lowing the real space protocol of Henderson et al. (1986) as modified by 
Robinson et al. (1988). Based on the refined reciprocal lattice a filtered im- 
age was generated using a 3 x 3 digital mask around each reciprocal lattice 
point. A one-unit-cell reference area was cross-correlated with the whole 
filtered image. The positions of the cross-correlation peaks (Fig. 2 a) de- 
scribe distortions from the ideal lattice (Fig. 2 b) based on which a 
smoothed positional correction was applied to AChR in the raw image be- 
fore Fourier transformation. Fig. 2 c shows residual deviations after the ap- 
plication of calculated smoothed distortion to the raw image. The un- 
distorted reciprocal lattice was least-squares refined and the amplitudes and 

phases were extracted (Henderson et al., 1986)• Reflections that appeared 
beyond the first node of the contrast transfer function (CTF) or of back- 
ground-correctnd amplitudes that were less than the local background were 
ignored. No CTF correction to the amplitudes were applied. Inverse Fourier 
synthesis of the amplitude and phase data calculated from nominally untilled 
images were used to generate projection maps. Averaged projection maps, 
generated from several different ordered vesicles, were derived by setting 
one lattice as a standard and scaling the variations in lattice dimensions (al- 
ways <2.5%) and amplitudes of consistently strong reflections of the rest 
of the data set accordingly. 

Three-dimensional im~iges were reconstructed by combining phase and 
amplitude for reflections from transforms of various tilted images. The true 
angle of sample tilt of each image, and the position of the tilt axis for a tilt 
series, was determined from the alteration in reciprocal lattice spacings 
(Shaw and Hills, 1981). The data from tilted views were scaled so as to mini- 
mize the difference between amplitudes, and the origin position refined so 
as to minimize phases differences between reflections within a z* interval 
of 0.003/~ -i ,  found from adjacent samplings of the F(hkz*). Scaling and 
phase origin refinement began by comparison with the averaged untilted im- 
age. Fig. 3 shows the extent and distribution of tilted data for both the native 
and the stripped receptor crystals. The discrete values of merged phases and 
amplitudes for a lattice line were fit to a smooth function by two rounds of 
nonlinear least-squares fitting of the observations to the transform of a con- 
strained function of finite extent using the protocol of Agard (1983). 

Smooth functions for IF(z*)l, and ,a(z*) versus z* were used to initiate 
refinement. After refinement the smoothly fitted curves were sampled at in- 
tervals of 0.0025/~-J to obtain initial sets of structure factors for the images 
of native, and of stripped samples. Amplitudes of the stripped set were 
scaled to those of the native minimizing 

E = ~hkz* <Fnat >s - -  K~xp {-Bs 2} < Fstr >s. 

The arbitrarily chosen origin in z* z0* of the stripped samples was ad- 
justed so as to minimize P, the weighted phase differences between native 
and stripped data sets. 

P = I:hkz* IFhk~*l I(Ohkz*.nat -- Ohkz*.st, -- 2~rZ0*) I 

Because the phased reflections were to be used in computing a difference 
map, it was essential to minimize any differences that could arise artificially 
between spline-fitted data sets during the iterative nonlinear least-squares 
fitting. Thus, after initial nonlinear least-squares fitting, the entire proce- 
dure was restarted for both native and stripped sets, but beginning with a 
common initial start to the iterations. To generate common starting func- 
tions, the scaled and aligned structure factors for both sets were averaged 
to give 

F~ = 0.5*(F~t + F, t0 

and this averaged set served as the initial function for a final round of fitting 
to each set of observed three-dimensional data. The final smoothed profiles 
for some representative lattice lines are shown in Fig. 4 for both the native 

a b e 

Figure 2. (a) Positions of  the peaks in the cross-correlat ion map 
based on the compar ison o f  a reference area to the whole  array. Dis- 
tortions along edges of  the lattice are apparent;  (b) lattice distor- 
t ions represented as vector displacements  (20x  actual size) o f  the 
centers  of  gravity of  correlat ion peaks from those based on a perfect 
lattice; (c) residual distortions from exact lattice posit ions after ap- 
plying smoothed two-dimensional  distortion functions. These  dis- 
tortions are now reduced to < 3 / ~  except at the vertical edges (near 
the edge of  the tubular array). 
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Figure 3. Cylindrically projected distribution of measured three- 
dimensional data along the lattice lines for (a) native and (b) alkali- 
stripped receptor  crystals. The ordinate is the reciprocal lattice dis- 

* -I tance z ( /~ )  normal to the bdayer, the abscissa is the in-plane 
reciprocal lattice spacing, the circumference indicates 22-/k resolu- 
tion, and the sector delineates the maximum tilt (52 ° ) at which 
three-dimensional electron micrographic data were collected in 
both cases. 

and alkaline-stripped AChR. Sampling of the lattice lines, scaling, and 
phase origin alignment were repeated. 

Figures of merit were calculated from the mean values of the cosines of 
expected error levels in the phases (Fig. 4). Figure of merit weighted ampli- 
tudes m IF(z*)l and phases, cI,(z*) were inverse Fourier transformed to 
generate stain-excluding density maps. The expected noise levels AO in 
these maps were calculated using the standard deviation ~5 of the sampled 
tilted amplitudes (Fig. 4) and the figures of merit (Dickerson et al., 1968) 

Aft 2 : ~hkz* IF12 ( l - m  2) 4- (~2. 

The expected noise level Ap in the difference map is given as 

Ap 2 = Ap2na t 4- ~ 2 s t  r. 

Data in the Missing Cone Region; Incorporation 
of X-Ray Data 

These purely electron microscopic reconstructions suffer distortions be- 
cause of the limited tilt angle of +52 °. This elongates all features perpendic- 
ular to the membrane (Agard and Stroud, 1982). To compensate partially 
for this missing cone of data, the contributions along the (00z*) axis, mea- 
sured by x-ray diffraction were scaled and added in exactly the same fashion 
to the initial native and alkali-stripped maps to generate hybrid density maps 
as described below. The electron density profile at 12.5/~ derived from 
x-ray data we collected from partially oriented stacked AChR membrane 
preparations (Fairclough et al., 1986) was partitioned into the lipid or non- 
lipid domains and added in the density domains. Partitioning was according 
to the measured lipid volume I/lipid (Klymkowsky and Stroud, 1979). Thus, 
the x-ray derived profile Ptotan(z) was partitioned to obtain Plipid(Z) in the 
lipid region, according to 

Vtotal Ptotal (Z) = Vlipid Plipid (Z) q- (Vtotal - Vlipid) Ptotal-lipid (Z). 

The volume assigned to protein within the lipid bilayer implied a radius 
of the protein in the bilayer region of ,~30/~ appropriate for a bundle of 
20-25 close packed a-helices (Ross et al., 1977). The x-ray derived density 
was added as  Plipid(Z) within the volumes of lipid I/lipid, and Ptotal-lipid (Z) 
everywhere else. The lipid and protein densities were added to the initial 
density map in real space. The edges of the bilayer region where there are 
abrupt loss of contrast in the stain-excluding density map served.to align 
the profile density. The F (00z*) were scaled to the electron micrographic 
data such that after inclusion the lipid head group density was 0.45 e/.~ 3, 
where the protein was 0.44 e//~ 3 (Ross et al., 1977). 

To locate ordered associated components in the native reconstruction, a 
difference stain-exclusion map was synthesized. Computed in real space, 
this was a native-minus-stripped difference density map. The treatment with 
base altered the stain accessibility within what should be constant regions 
of the protein (see Discussion) and therefore resulted in additional pairs of 
positive-negative difference peaks associated with disordering rather than 
removal of ordered components. To distinguish features resulting from 
removal of protein rather than disordering, a difference map showing those 
differences that were positive (stain excluding) in the native structure, and 
zero or below indicating high stain accessibility in the stripped was used 
to identify components, like the 43-kD protein, that had been removed. 

Results 
The stain-exclusion density maps were reconstructed from 
images of  6,600 AChR molecules averaged in the cumulative 
tilt series for native and 7,100 for alkaline-stripped AChR 
arrays. 

Crystal Formation Is Stable, and not Induced 
by Proteolysis 
Soon after preparation, native AChR vesicle suspensions are 
characteristically globular (Fig. 5). Ordered helical arrays of 
AChR in tubular structures appear spontaneously, in native 
membrane vesicles prepared from T. californica upon incu- 
bation at 2°C (Fig. 6, a and b). These arrays are well or- 
dered, with diffraction apparent out to 22 A (Fig. 1, a and 
b). The time it takes for the ordered vesicles to appear varies 
between'preparations, from as early as 9 d after vesicle prep- 
aration to as long as six mo. After their appearance, however, 
ordered vesicles persist apparently indefinitely, as demon- 
strated in Fig. 6 c, provided the sample solution is kept free 
from proteases and bacterial contamination. Examination of 
the ordered vesicle solutions by SDS gel electrophoresis, as 
shown in Fig, 7 (lanes b-e) confirms that the samples were 
kept protease and bacteria free. Thus, proteolysis of the 
AChR is not the driving force behind ordered vesicle for- 
mation. 

Clustering and Lattice Formation Does not Require 
43-kD or Associated Proteins 
After complete removal of extrinsic membrane proteins from 
the sample by alkaline extraction, the vesicles in the AChR 
suspension are dramatically changed in morphology, typi- 
cally smaller in diameter than the native AChR vesicles and 
frequently twisted or coiled (Fig. 8). However, spontaneous 
formation of well-ordered (Fig. 1 c) tubes from alkaline- 
stripped AChR vesicle suspensions is still retained, as indi- 
cated in Fig. 9. Also there is no evidence of proteolysis oc- 
curring with time during crystal growth (Fig. 7, lanes d-e), 
because of protection by protease inhibitors and bactericidal 
agents. AChR is typically '~10 % of the total protein in native 
membrane preparations, as the native membrane contains 
most of the intrinsic and extrinsic membrane proteins of the 
endplate of Torpedo electroplax. However, after removal of 
extrinsic membrane proteins by alkaline extraction, the AChR 
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Figure 4. Phase (in degrees) and amplitude variations as a function of z* (.A-~) along several representative (hkz*) lattice lines for the na- 
tive (a) and the alkali-stripped (b) AChR tubes. The curves shown are constrained to the symmetry of the oblique plane group p2 and 
were obtained by a constrained least-squares fitting procedure (Agard, 1983) (see Materials and Methods). The vertical bars at the sampled 
positions (0.0025/~-~ = 1/400/~-t apart) represent estimated error levels after the least-squares refinement. 

makes up '~60-65 % of the total protein. If subsequently run 
over an AChR affinity column and eluted with agonist, the 
AChR from either of the preparations are composed solely 
of the four subunits of the AChR. 

Disulfide Bonded Dimers of AChR Are not Required 
for Maintenance of the p2 Lattice 
The AChR in these vesicle suspensions are largely dimeric, 
showing the usual ratio of "~80% of AChR as dimer, 20% 
as monomer (Fig. 10 c). Production of entirely monomeric 
AChR by reduction of the disulfide bond between the ¢5-sub- 
units with 2 mM DTT does not disorder the two-dimensional 
arrays of AChR observed in these vesicles, even after incuba- 
tion in DTT for 24 h at 22°C. An electron micrograph of an 
ordered AChR vesicle and its computed diffraction pattern, 
maintained in the presence of reducing agents are shown in 
Fig. 10, a and b. Gel profiles of the reduced AChR shown 
in Fig. 10 c clearly demonstrate that the disulfide bond be- 
tween the/~ subunits is broken. This is contrary to the find- 
ings of Brisson and Unwin (1984) who observed:that the, 
receptor arrays in the tubes from T. marmorata become dis- 
ordered upon reduction. 

Specific Activity of AChR Remains during Clustering 
and Lattice Formation 
In our native membrane preparations, the degree of c¢-BgTx 
binding does not change with time. c¢-BgTx binds to affinity- 
purified (100% pure) AChR with a stoichiometry of 7.5 nM 
a-BgTx bound/mg AChR. Values for ,-BgTx binding to na- 
tive membrane AChR vesicle suspensions typically ranged 
from 8-12% (0.79 + 0.18 nmol c~-BgTx bound/rag protein) 
of that expected for 100% pure AChR, in agreement with the 
extent of AChR purity observed in the SDS gel profiles. This 
value did not change from the time of vesicle preparation to 
after 6 mo of incubation for crystal growth. Thus, there is 
no gross rearrangement in AChR structure between the time 
of sample preparation and the appearance of ordered AChR 
vesicles. The preparations of AChR vesicles after alkaline 
stripping are 60-65% pure (4.7 + 0.20 nmol c~-BgTx bound/ 
mg protein). However, the alkaline extracted vesicles did not 
maintain this high level of ,-BgTx binding indefinitely, and, 
6 mo after preparation, the levels of c~-BgTx binding had 
dropped appreciably (0.86 nmol oe-BgTx bound/mg protein). 
For the purpose of image analysis, no alkaline extracted 
AChR vesicle suspensions were used more than 4 mo after 
their preparation. 
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Figure 5. Native AChR vesicles suspension soon after preparation. AChR in these vesicles are close packed, but not crystalline. Samples 
were prepared as described in Materials and Methods, stained with uranyl acetate, and photographed at a magnification of 40,540. Bar, 
0.1 ~m. 

Carbamylcholine and Toxin Binding 
to the Latticed AChR 

Relatively short term incubation with ct-BgTx does not disor- 
der the crystalline vesicles. However, upon long term expo- 
sure to t~-BgTx (>1 h), arrays of AChR become disordered. 
This is consistent with the large conf0rmational changes that 
occur upon complexation (McCarthy and Stroud, 1989a). 
Addition of the agonist carbamylcholine does not disrupt the 
ordered arrays of AChR. Under these conditions of equilib- 
rium binding, addition of carbamylcholine should desensi- 
tize the AChR. The fact that addition of carbamylcholine 
does not disorder the crystalline arrays of AChR is consistent 
with our finding that the conformational change(s) associ- 
ated with desensitization is small, as established by tritium- 
hydrogen exchange (McCarthy and Stroud, 1989a). 

The Pentameric Arrangement of Subunits 

The presence of weak reflections for ko~ indicates that the 
unit cell contains two molecules. The amplitude-weighted 
average phase distributions from values of 0 ° or 180 °, after 
merging of data from six nominally untilted views each for 
native and stripped tubes, were +9.00, and 10.9 ° respec- 
tively, establishing the plane group p2, and the errors in 
phases (Table 1). This implies a two-fold symmetric arrange- 
ment of molecules. The error level in density is 0.5 contours 
on the scale of Fig. 11 which shows views projected onto the 
membrane plane. Both forms show the 25-A-wide vestibular 
entry to the central ion channel as well as a pentameric ar- 
rangement of density peaks separated by 72 ° _ 3 ° locating 

the five quasi-symmetric subunits ot the AChR. The +25% 
variation in extramembrane stain-excluding volumes of the 
major peaks around the crest in the projected image, and the 
peak heights seen in the three-dimensional reconstruction, 
reflect the different sizes of the five subunits, which differ in 
mass in the extracellular region by 30%, based on their 
amino acid sequence (Stroud and Finer-Moore, 1984) and 
the recently sequenced polysaccharides (Poulter et al. 1989). 
The five-fold character is more apparent after removal of 
cytoskeletal and other associated proteins by alkaline-strip- 
ping, as depicted in projection in Fig. 11 but dispositions of 
the major peaks of density, presumed to represent the in- 
dividual subunits of the AChR, are similar. 

In the three-dimensional structure the maximum outer 
diameter is 74-81 /~. The diameter of the central pore is 
24.4/~ for native, and 25.8/~ for alkaline-stripped AChR. 
Across the pore, the distances between nonadjacent density 
peaks, presumably representing individual subunits, vary 
from 44.1-47.8 A in stripped AChR (Fig. 11). In projection 
onto the membrane plane the outer diameter of the molecules 
appear smaller because of the superposition, and are seen as 
67.1 A minimum and 67.7 A maximum for native AChR and 
67.7 ./k minimum and 68.7/~ maximum for alkali-stripped 
AChR. 

AChR Lattices Have 20% Less Volume of Lipid than 
Those Previously Characterized 

The unit cell a = 77.7/~,, b = 163.6/~, 3, = 114.9, of area 
11,523/~2 represents a 10.1% reduction in unit cell area per 
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Figure 6. Ordered arrays of AChR in 
native vesicles persist with time. Elec- 
tron micrographs of uranyl acetate 
stained tubular crystals of the AChR, 
photographed at a magnification of 
40,540, are shown after various time 
intervals of incubation, a and b, or- 
dered vesicle 2 mo after preparation 
of incubation solution; c, ordered 
vesicle 11 mo after preparation of in- 
cubation solution. Bar, 0.1 t~m. 
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b~gure 7. 0.1% SDS/10% acrylamide gels of AChR- 
containing membranes. Lane a, molecular mass 
standards for lanes b and c. Lane b, positions of 
the four AChR subunits revealed from an alkali- 
stripped tube-containing preparation subsequently 
run on a sucrose-density gradient, lane c, native 
AChR-containing membranes at time zero with the 
band corresponding to the 43-kD protein marked. 
Lanes d-e, alkaline-stripped AChR-containing 
membranes at time zero and after 10 mo respec- 
tively; lane f, molecular mass standards for lanes 
d and e. 

molecule with respect to that first described by Kistler and 
Stroud (1981) for native T. californica AChR, and a similar 
11.1% reduction from the area reported by Brisson and Un- 
win (1985) and Unwin et al. (1988) for T. marmorata. Thus, 
the packing is tighter than that observed in the tubes of  native 

AChR obtained from T. marmorata or those obtained earlier 
by us from T. californica. Since the protein molecules are 
of  the same size, there is thus 20% less volume of lipid in 
the present lattices. 

Figure 8. Alkaline-stripped AChR vesicles suspension soon after preparation. AChR in these vesicles are tightly packed, but not crystalline, 
stained with uranyl acetate, and photographed at a magnification of 85,900. Bar, 0.1 #m. 
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Figure 9. Ordered arrays of AChR in alkaline-stripped 
vesicles. Electron micrographs of two uranyl acetate 
stained tubular crystals of the AChR, photographed at a 
magnification of 40,540, are shown. Bar, 0.1 /~m. 
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teins. The entry well is 25/~  wide and 54/~  deep, and it is 
surrounded by a protein wall 24.5 + 1.5-/~ thick. The widest 
outer diameter of  the structure is 81/~, 38/~ above the phos- 
phatidyl head groups. The total length of the complex is 
115 A (Fig. 13 a). After alkali-stripping the infundibular 
protein domain is more extended at 62 A above the mem- 
brane, and the entire AChR is 130/~ long (Fig. 13 b); the 
density appears more dispersed at the top and bottom which 
is probably because of the disordering effect of  the treatment 
at pH 11.0, though the in-plane diameter of  72 + 2 /~  is un- 
changed. 

The extra-cellular volume of the receptor protein density 
is ,'~215,000/~3 in the alkaline-stripped form. This volume 
corresponds to a molecular mass of  167 kD, calculated using 
the partial specific volume of  0.78 cc/gm (Popot and Chan- 
geux, 1984). Columns of  density, almost certainly corre- 
sponding to the individual subunits, descend slightly in- 
clined to the vertical axis through the AChR, each acting as 
one, near vertical stave around the central channel (Kistler 
et al., 1982; Stroud and Finer-Moore, 1985; Brisson and 
Unwin, 1985). 

After alkali-stripping which removes a significant amount 
of  stain excluding mass, the volume of stain excluding mate- 
rial in the cytoplasmic domain lies approximately in a cylin- 
der of  radius 33.5/~, thickness 2 3 / (  for a volume of 81,000 
/~, equivalent to that expected for 62 kD of protein. This 
agrees with calculated cytoplasmic domain predicted on the 

Figure 10. Effects of reduction of disulfide bonds on the AChR and 
its ordered arrays are revealed by SDS-PAGE and in morphology. 
Vesicle solution containing ordered arrays of AChR was incubated 
with 2 mM DTT at 22°C for 1 h. (a) Ordered arrays of AChR im- 
aged at a magnification of 40,540. (b) Computed diffraction pattern 
of a well-ordered region from a. (c) 0.1% SDS/10% acrylamide gels 
of aliquots of the reduced vesicle solution, and nonreduced AChR 
vesicle solutions are shown. Lane 1, native AChR tube containing 
sample, incubated at room temperature with no DTT; Lane 2, na- 
tive AChR tube containing sample incubated at room temperature 
with 2 mM DYI'. The appearance of the 6-hdimer in the unreduced 
sample, and/~-monomer after reduction of the AChR, respectively, 
is indicated. 

Three-Dimensional Structure of  AChR 

The cylindrical infundibular shape of  AChR, reflecting di- 
rectly a key aspect of  its function, is apparent in the three- 
dimensional reconstructions of  AChR structure, shown as 
stereoscopic views from the synaptic side and normal to the 
bilayer both in the presence (Fig. 12 a) and absence (Fig. 12 
b), of  cytoskeletal cross-linking and other associated pro- 

Table L Averaged Projection Structure Factors with 
Estimated Error Levels for Native and Alkali-stripped 
AChR Tubes 

Native Stripped 

h k Amplitude Phase Amplitude Phase 

0 I 20 (9) 0 (43) -- -- 
0 2 543 (112) 180 (13) 456 (109) 180 (8) 
0 3 44 (6) 180 (24) 77 (2) 180 (40) 
0 4 601 (136) 180 (7) 476 (173) 180 (5) 
0 5 28 (22) 180 (23) - - 
0 6 - - 62 (31) 180 (30) 
1 - 6  59 (15) 0 (22) 82 (15) 0 (18) 
1 - 5  37 (15) 180 (34) 39 (4) 180 (44) 
1 - 4  746 (73) 0 (9) 715 (164) 0 (8) 
1 - 3  - - 39 (28) 0 (28) 
I - 2  230 (85) 0 (9) 272 (93) 0 (10) 
I - 1  53 (36) 180 (21) - - 
1 0 364 (145) 180 (9) 299 (95) 180 (11) 
1 1 39 (7) 0 (39) 29 (3) 180 (32) 
1 2 715 (83) 180 (3) 747 (186) 180 (3) 
1 5 15 (4) 180 (30) 18 (16) 0 (34) 
2 - 5  6 (4) 0 (35) 39 (27) 0 (9) 
2 - 4  281 (100) 180 (10) 259 (101) 180 (6) 
2 - 3  11 (7) 180 (3) - - 
2 - 2  705 (162) 0 (5) 668 (195) 0 (8) 
2 0 318 (73) 180 (10) 344 (102) 180 (18) 
2 I 24 (9) 0 (6) 52 (19) 0 (28) 
2 2 - - 84 (2) 180 (46) 
3 - 5  56 (24) 0 (6) 123 (27) 0 (3) 
3 - 2  30 (8) 180 (8) 48 (25) 0 (34) 
3 -1  12 (9) 180 (11) 82 (13) 180 (39) 
3 0 33 (20) 0 (17) - - 
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Figure 11. Filtered projection images of(a) native and (b) alkaline-stripped AChR. The subunit arrangement a/3t~3,8 viewed from the synaptic 
side of AChR was first determined by Kistler et al., 1982, Fairclough et al., 1983, and later supported for T. marmarota also by Unwin 
et al., 1988. The pentameric nature of the structure is apparent in both cases, but more so after removal of peripheral proteins in b. Solid 
line contours correspond to the stain-excluding protein portion of the reconstruction, and the dotted lines indicate the stain-binding, non- 
proteinaceous regions of the map. The unit cell dimensions for the native AChR are a = 77.7 (-t-2.0)/~, b = 163.6 (+4.0) .~,, included 
angle 2¢ = 114.9 (+2.5) °, and for the alkaline-stripped form are a = 76.9 (+2.0)/~, b = 162.0 (+3.2)/~, included angle 3' = 116.0 (+1.8) °. 

basis of  the four crossing (76-kD) or five crossing (59-kD) 
models. On the cytoplasmic side, the density contours are al- 
ways lower than in the ordered extracellular entry well, indi- 

cating a less ordered structure on this side that is more per- 
meated by stain. This is true in frozen hydrated images also 
(Brisson and Unwin, 1985). 

Figure 12. (a) Three-dimensional structure of native AChR with the 43-kD protein bound, viewed from the synaptic side at 22-/~, resolution. 
A crossed-eye stereo pair for a 130-/~-thick slab of the hybrid reconstruction made up of sections 10/~ apart are shown. Only positive 
density contours enclosing protein regions or lipid head groups at the bilayer extremities are indicated. (b) Three-dimensional structure 
of alkaline-stripped AChR after the removal of associated proteins most notably the cytoskeletal 43-kD protein as seen at 22-,~ resolution 
and viewed from the synaptic side. This figure was generated as in a. The electron microscopic tilt data up to 22-/~ resolution included 
those from the significant lattice lines (0, 1), (0, 2), (0, 3), (0, 4), (0, 5), (1, -6) ,  (1, -5) ,  (1, -4) ,  (1, -3) ,  (1, -2) ,  (1, -1), (1, 0), (1, 
1), (1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (2, -5) ,  (2, -4) ,  (2, -3) ,  (2, -2) ,  (2, 0), (2, 1), (2, 2), (3, -2 )  and (3, 0) for the native and (0, 1), (0, 2), 
(0, 3), (0, 4), (0, 5), (0, 6), (1, -5) ,  (1, -4) ,  (1, -3) ,  (1, -2) ,  (1, - l ) ,  (1, 0), (1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 4), (1, 5), (2, -5) ,  (2, -4) ,  (2, -3) ,  
(2 -2) ,  (2, -1), (2, 0), (2, 1), (2, 2), (3, -3) ,  (3, -1), and (3, 0) for the alkali-stripped tubes. 
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The 43-kD Actin-binding Protein Lies below the 
Bilayer not the AChR, and Contacts the Cytoplasmic 
Surfaces of  Subunits in AChR 

A stain-excluding volume of_density apparent on the cyto- 
plasmic side extends down 27 A below the membrane surface 
in the presence of cytoskeletal and associated proteins, and 
it is not evident in the reconstruction calculated in the ab- 
sence of these proteins. This density, which is reproducibly 
'~4 times the noise level in the maps, appears between and 
beneath adjacent AChR monomers, and is revealed in a dif- 
ference stain-exclusion map of native minus alkaline-stripped 
forms of the AChR (Fig. 13 c and 14). The volume of this 
main density peak is 28,000 /~3, which corresponds to a 
molecular mass of ~ 22,000 D. The density in this stain ex- 
cluding volume is 30% of that in the highest density region 
on the synaptic side suggesting either some disorder or in- 
complete occupancy of the 43-kD protein. The position, ap- 
proximate size and 1:1 stoichiometry with the AChR suggests 
that this density represents the location of the 43-kD protein, 
the cytoskeletal cross-linker. In Fig. 14 the cytoplasmic ap- 
position of this density relative to the receptor molecule is 
shown as viewed normal to the bilayer. 

Discussion 

This is the only structural analysis of the five subunit AChR 
where the 43-kD cytoplasmic protein normally present at a 
1:1 stoichiometry with AChR, and the other minor associ- 
ated proteins were removed from the sample before crystalli- 
zation, confirmed by SDS-PAGE. Comparison with the na- 
tive AChR structure, therefore, should provide the most 
reliable picture of what constitutes the minimal five subunit 
AChR, and define the location of the 43-kD protein. 

Formation of  Latticed AChR Does not Depend on 
43-kD Protein or on Proteolysis; It Requires 
AChR-AChR Forces, and May Depend on 
Alterations in the Lipids 

Crystalline arrays form within the same time frame, after 
removal of the 43-kD and most other peripheral proteins, as 
when they are present demonstrating that 43-kD protein is 
not required for lattice formation. This then raises the ques- 
tion of how clustering in the cell is accomplished. The arrays 
observed in vitro reflect some inherent AChR-AChR affinity 
that may assist in the much more rapid recruitment and close 
packing, almost as close as seen in the arrays here, at the mo- 
tor endplate in vivo (Matthews-Bellinger and Salpeter, 1978). 
The packing is visualized in vivo in rapidly frozen tissue by 
Heuser and Salpeter (1979). The 43-kD protein and actin 
may affect the rate and location of clustering in vivo. How- 
ever, since the energy minimum state in membranes without 
43-kD protein seems to lie in latticed close packing of AChR, 
we consider what other forces could lead to lattice formation 
in vitro. 

In vitro, ordered arrays of membrane-bound AChR from 
T. californica occur spontaneously in sheets (rare) (Ross et 
al., 1977), and in tubes, first described and characterized by 
Kistler and Stroud (1981). Tube formation was later observed 
for AChR from T. marmorata (Brisson and Unwin, 1984, 
1985), where ordering was better than found by Kistler and 
Stroud (1981). By leaving out contact with sucrose (the su- 
crose density gradient step) from the preparations of Kistler 
and Stroud (1981), and in the presence of protease inhibitors 
as before, we grew better-ordered tubes from Z californica 
membranes that justified an accurate three-dimensional anal- 
ysis. In these tube lattices, AChR are 10-15% more close 
packed in terms of total area of the membrane occupied by 
protein than in any of the above cases. Thus, the volume of 
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a b c 

Figure 13. Side view section for a 4-/~ 
slice through the middle of the hybrid 
AChR reconstructions both in the na- 
tive (a) and al.kali-stripped AChR (b), 
and (c), a 20 A slice through the stain 
exclusion difference map generated by 
comparing these two forms and super- 
posed on the outline of native AChR 
shown in a. Only the difference-den- 
sities up to the top of the receptor parti- 
cle are shown in c. The major stain-ex- 
cluding density marked by X represent 
the putative cytoplasmic location of the 
43-kD protein. The horizontal extent 
of the maps in a and b are from 0 to 
b, while in c it is from -b/2 to b/2. In 
a and b the solid lines enclose protein- 
aceous regions or lipid head groups at 
the bilayer extremities, the dashed 
lines above and below the 41-/k bilayer 
span delineate stain-binding regions; 
while within the bilayer these repre- 
sent the low-density terminal regions 
of the li~ids. The dimensions indicated 
are in A. 

the lipid content of the unit cell is ,,o20% smaller though the 
protein complex is of the same size. This could be because 
of a facilitation of protein-protein interactions caused by 
migration of the lipids away from latticed AChR, or because 
of progressive loss of functional phospholipid, as unsatu- 
rated fatty acyl side-chains become oxidized. 

The formation of the ordered arrays studied previously 
(Kistler et al., 1981), or here is not because of proteolysis 
of the AChR, as evidenced by our SDS polyacrylamide gel 
analysis of AChR vesicle preparations even 10 mo after incu- 
bation in our sterile conditions. Proteolysis by trypsin leads 
to a different form of AChR aggregation, predominantly in 
small spherical vesicular particles, though the general mor- 
phology of AChR molecules themselves as observed in the 
electron microscope, or the size as seen on sucrose density 
gradients is qualitatively remarkably insensitive to limiting 
tryptic cleavage (Klymkowsky et al., 1980). Likewise, there 
is qualitatively little obvious difference between the pro- 
jected images of lattices prepared and incubated in the ab- 
sence of bacterial inhibitors and incubated in the absence of 
protease inhibitors in the crystallization solutions (Brisson 
and Unwin, 1984, 1985), and those with the addition of pro- 
tease inhibitors to the cyrstallization solutions (Kistler and 
Stroud, 1981; Kubalek et al., 1987, and this study). Brisson 
and Unwin (1985) could not visualize the bilayer in micro- 
graphs after the 3-4-wk incubations were carried out in Tris 
buffer, pH 7.5 at 4-17°C in the absence of bacterial or pro- 
tease inhibitors. Under such conditions, bacterial lipase 
activity can be a factor. Crystallization of other membrane 
proteins has been induced by addition of exogenous phos- 
pholipases to reduce the amount of competent phospholipid, 
causing the membrane proteins to associate tightly in the re- 
maining lipid vesicles (Manella, 1984). In our case here, 
previously (Kistler and Stroud, 1981), and in that of Toyo- 
shima and Unwin (1988) the bilayer is visible in the stain ex- 
cluding region showing that it is structurally fairly intact, and 
it is unlikely that lipases induce crystallization. 

The ordered AChR vesicles studied here required 50 mM 
Ca 2+ for formation, perhaps to depolymerize the cytoskele- 
tal actin network. In the native membrane vesicles, the 43- 
kD protein was still present, and loss of the actin skeleton 
may have been required before AChR could freely diffuse in 
the plane of the bilayer and pack to form an ordered array. 

Biochemical analysis of the native ordered AChR vesicles 
indicate that the AChR in these vesicles are unaltered by the 
incubation conditions required for crystal growth. There is 
no significant change in either the gel profiles or the ct-BgTx 
binding behavior of the aged, ordered AChR vesicle solu- 
tions relative to freshly prepared native AChR. This is in 
agreement with the suggestions above that the driving force(s) 
behind crystal growth is not some change in the protein, but 
rather crystallization toward a free energy minimum state. 

Figure 14. A view normal to the bilayer of the stain-exclusion differ- 
ence map looking into the cytoplasmic domain. This is a 50-/~ slice 
of sections 10/~ apart. The density marked by X revealed on the 
cytoplasmic side indicates the density assigned to the 43-kD protein 
shown apposed against a lighter image of AChR particles in projec- 
tion. The integrated density of the peak corresponds to 44,000 kD 
of protein. The other peaks (maximum 10 kD) seen at symmetri- 
cally related positions may represent protein, or may have been dis- 
placed from the main peak by lower weights for the phases of the 
weakest reflections (k odd), so representing additional density dis- 
placed from the main 43-kD protein peak. 
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The Disulfide Bond between ~ Chains Is not Required 
to Maintain the p2 Lattice 

Treatment with DTT at concentrations that reduce all 5-~5 
disulfide bonds, does not disrupt the ordered arrays, and, 
therefore, the covalent linkage, which typically cross-links 
,080% of 5 subunits to make AChR-AChR dimers, is not 
necessary for maintaining crystallinity. This is contrary to 
the suggestion of Brisson and Unwin (1984) that this was the 
basic paring interaction after their finding that small amounts 
of DTT dispersed lattices of AChR from T. marmorata. The 
two-dimensional crystal form of the AChR we describe here 
is based on two-fold symmetry as were those studied by Bris- 
son and Unwin (1984, 1985). Thus, the covalent disulfide 
bond that cross-links congruent residues of the 5 chains of 
AChR is not essential for maintenance of the two-fold sym- 
metry in the lattice. When the mobility of cross-linked di- 
mers of AChR was measured in membranes, we found that 
the bond was flexible as if on a long disordered chain; the 
distance between cross-linked dimers varied from 90-120/~ 
and the angle varied by +22 ° (Fairclough et al., 1983). Only 
in electric rays are there disulfides between subunits of adja- 
cent AChR complexes, and AChR from other organisms lacks 
a cysteine at the penultimate residue of the 5 chain that is pre- 
sumed, though not proven, to be the linking residue. Thus, 
there is no general significance to the covalent dimerization 
among receptors of this class as regards aggregation during 
synaptogenesis. Dimers and chains of molecules, as revealed 
by Heuser and Salpeter (1979) can therefore be maintained 
by noncovalent AChR-AChR and AChR-43-kD interactions. 

Three-Dimensional Structure of AChR: 
X-Ray Diffraction Removes Distortions of the 
Electron-Microscopic Analysis 

The limited tilt angle of a planar sample results in a distortion 
of the resulting electron microscopic reconstruction. The 
primary effect is because of the unobserved region of diffrac- 
tion around the z* direction (see Fig. 3). This "missing cone" 
of information in diffraction space produces a false aniso- 
tropic extension of structural features perpendicular to the 
grid; i.e., perpendicular to the bilayer, by a distance about 
equivalent to the in-plane resolution of the reconstruction 
(Agard and Stroud, 1982). Strictly, all features in the recon- 
structed image are convoluted with a prolate ellipsoidal func- 
tion p(r), which is the Fourier transform of the observed vol- 
ume of the diffraction pattern G(s). p(r) has the shape of a 
prolate ellipsoid of axial ratio "02.0, and a minor axis di- 
ameter about equal to the resolution limit. Because of the 
convolution with p(r), features are falsely elongated perpen- 
dicular to the plane of the EM grid (membrane plane) by ap- 
proximately the resolution limit/2 at both top and bottom; 
i.e., "010 A at the top, and "010/~, at the bottom. Features 
that lie parallel to the membrane plane (including the bilayer 
itself) get diminished in density to the point of relative invisi- 
bility by this effect (Agard and Stroud, 1982). The bilayer 
is therefore not seen directly in the electron micrographic re- 
constructions though its position, clearly visible in the x-ray 
diffraction profile, (Ross et al., 1977; Stroud and Agard, 
1979) and in side views of AChR vesicles (Klymkowsky and 
Stroud, 1979; Kistler et al., 1982) can here be localized as 
the region where contrast between the stain, and the stain- 

excluding protein is diminished because of the minimal stain 
penetration into lipids and protein in the bilayer. 

The effect of the distortion because of the missing cone can 
be reduced by deconvolution (Agard and Stroud, 1979), by 
inclusion in the reconstruction of the transforms of perpen- 
dicular views, or by inclusion of x-ray diffraction data~ Here 
we included the perpendicular F(00z*) terms we had mea- 
sured by x-ray diffraction (Ross et al., 1977; Fairclough et 
al., 1986). These correspond to the transform of the electron 
density perpendicular to the membrane plane. The length of 
the AChR (perpendicular to the membrane plane) was then 
seen to be shorter on both the cytoplasmic side and on the 
outside by 4-6/~ each, with respect to the purely electron 
micrographic reconstruction. A solid-view representation of 
this hybrid density map for a pair of AChR in the unit cell 
is shown in Fig. 15. 

The Extracellular Domains of the Infundibulum and 
Ion Selectivity 

The vestibule of the channel has an open diameter of 23/~ 
reducing to 18/~ diameter close to the level of the phos- 
phatidyl heads on the membrane surface. This diameter must 
be taken into account in predicting the effects of protein sur- 
face charge, of the mostly negatively charged AChR resi- 
dues, on ionic conductance of the channel. The thickness of 
the walls varies between 23 and 26/~. This is typical for the 
dimensions of antiparallel stranded/~ barrel structures that 
are implicated for the extracellular domain of AChR from 
amphipathic analysis and secondary structure prediction 
(Finer-Moore and Stroud, 1984; Finer-Moore et al., 1989). 

The central channel appears to be "07/~ in diameter across 
the narrow transbilayer region, observed by overlapping high 
resolution images of separated AChR molecules without re- 
gard to orientation (Kistler et al., 1982). This is consistent 
with the sizes of ions that pass through the ion channel (Hu- 
ang et al., 1978; Dwyer et al., 1980). There is thus a sharp 
reduction in diameter from 18 to "07/~ close to the level of 
the membrane surface. Residues including critical carboxyl 
groups that affect conductivity, at consensus sequence num- 
bers 280, 284 identified on the basis of mutagenesis (Imoto 
et al., 1986) lie at the synaptic side of M2; chemical labeling 
aimed at local anaesthetic binding sites (Hucho et al., 1986; 
Giraudat et al., 1986; Oberthur et al., 1986; Giraudat et al., 
1987) also identify the transmembrane helix that is closest 
to the channel as M2. The carboxyl residues should then be 
exposed, solvent accessible, and lie at the floor of the vesti- 
bule, at the entrance to the narrowest part of the channel 
(Fig. 15). 

But, in addition, the dipole moment on M2 presents five 
extra dipolar negative charges, which are expected to lie at 
a radius of '0,09 A (see Fig. 15) and which may then be ex- 
posed within the base of the entry well. These may also serve 
as key elements in attracting positively charged cations, for 
which the AChR is specific, to the transbilayer channel. 

The transmembrane helices are expected to be 40 A in 
length on the basis of sequence (for review, see Stroud and 
Finer-Moore, 1986), closely matching the measured dis- 
tance of 41 + 1/~ between phosphatidyl head groups (Stroud 
and Agard, 1979). Most probably four (or five) helices per 
subunit surround the channel for a total of 20 transbilayer 
helices. 
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Figure 15. A profile outline of one unit cell of AChR from the three-dimensional hybrid density map of the native structure. The surfaces 
enclose positive densities. The density for the bilayer, in blue, appears as horizontal planes of densities that correspond to the dense phospho- 
lipid head groups that are 41 /~ apart. The bundles of cylinders have the dimensions of 30/~ long close-packed u-helices in the center 
of the bilayer-spanning region, as suggested by x-ray diffraction, and amino acid sequence, and are shown in a cutaway for one of the AChR 
molecules in the dimer. The figure shows to scale how the closest helices to the channel may lie relative to the entry well. The synaptic 
side of these helices form the base of the well. The infundibulum extends to just below the surface level of the phospholipid bilayer. 

The total length of AChR, seen in the resulting improved 
density map, is 115 /~ in native AChR. It increases after 
alkali treatment to 130/~,, 8/~ higher above the plane on the 
synaptic side, and 7 A larger on the cytoplasmic side that can 
best be explained as a disordering of the protein domains in 
response to the treatment at pH 11.0. This redistribution of 
mass by disordering, visible as increased stain penetration 
and increased stain excluding volume at the crest, may corre- 
late with the progressive loss of o~-BgTx binding after pH 11.0 
treatment. Similar disordering may explain the total loss 
of cytoplasmic density observed by Toyoshima and Unwin 
(1988), who alkali treated already formed tubular arrays of 
AChR from T. marmorata. Presence of other protein compo- 
nents visible both in the density above the native synaptic 
surface and on gels of the native membranes may be a factor 
in preserving order at the crest of the native AChR. 

The volume of protein in the density that surrounds the in- 
fundibulum on the extraceUular side is 215,000 /~3 which 
corresponds to 167 kD. This is identical to the predicted mo- 
lecular mass, based on the extracellular portion residues 
1-228 of all five glycosylated chains, (Noda et al., 1983, and 
see Finer-Moore and Stroud, 1984) and the recently deter- 

mined structures of all oligosaccharide-containing peptides 
(Poulter et al., 1989) totalling 167-170 kD. The extracellular 
domains are highly ordered and of well defined structure. 

The infundibulum extends 54 /~ above the membrane 
plane in the native membranes; 62 ]k after alkaline-stripping. 
The dimensions of each subunit above the membrane range 
from 50 to 60/~ in height, by cross section of area 575 A 2 
per subunit in the membrane plane. The dimensions of the 
cross section in the membrane plane are 20/~ radial thick- 
ness (as if cut like a pie wedge), by 14/~ in contact with the 
vestibule by 39/~ of outer circumference. This volume is 
occupied by the sequence 1-228 in the consensus numbering 
of Finer-Moore and Stroud (1984) and Stroud and Finer- 
Moore (1985). Thus, the total contact area between subunits 
is 1,085/~2 per interface (vertical, radial cross section of 
the extracellular portion of the density map), or 2,170/~2 
per subunit. The solvent accessible surface area of the total 

2 2 extracellular region is 18,500 /~ (3,700 /k per subunit), 
of which •20%, 3,780/~2, forms the lining of the infun- 
dibulum. 

The ion selectivity and conductance of the channel is 
effected in part by the excess negative charge on the external 
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regions; this contributes to the selectivity for conducting cat- 
ions. Negatively charged anions are repelled by the space- 
charge effect while positively charged cations are attracted 
to the entry well. 150 negatively charged groups (Glu and 
Asp) and 98 positively charged lysines and arginines, and 30 
histidines are contained in the entire extracellular sequences 
1-228 of the five subunits. The isoelectric point calculated 
for these extracellular regions alone, based on unperturbed 
pKa values for residues in these sequences is 4.77. The net 
charge on the extracellular domains expected at pH 7.0 is 
-50. The average charge density is 1 negative, 0.67 positive 
charges/25/~2 of solvent accessible surface. This represents 
almost close-packing of charged residues on the AChR sur- 
face. Assuming an even distribution of charge, the expected 
net charge within the entrance to the AChR channel will be 
an excess of 10 negative charges (30 negatives, 20 positives). 
It is likely that the outside of the rosette that contacts the 
negatively charged lipid head groups carries somewhat more 
positive charge while the inside surface that forms the entry 
well is more negative. This excessive negative density con- 
tributes to the specificity for cation conductivity since elec- 
trostatic effects are long range whose effects diminish as 
qjq2/er. 

Dani (1986), Dani and Eisenman (1987) show quantita- 
tively how the effects of the space charge, the surface charge 
and other factors within an infundibulum of about these 
dimensions can faithfully generate the observed permeation 
properties of AChR. The special roles of individual negative 
charges that are presumably close to the channel entry are 
illustrated also by site directed mutagenesis (Imoto et al., 
1988). 

In general, there is little relevant information in the trans- 
bilayer region which, though relatively inaccessible, accu- 
mulates unevenly a small amount of negative stain. This 
small stain permeation appears to be more uniform in the 
alkali-stripped case than in the native and may reflect altera- 
tions in the protein information in the bilayer and/or some 
changes in the lipid organization because of base treatment. 

Our three-dimensional reconstructions of the native AChR 
(with peripheral proteins attached) from T. californica in or- 
dered arrays are similar to the three-dimensional structure 
determinations of AChR from the related species T. mar- 
morata (Brisson and Unwin, 1985). The unit cell dimensions 
give rise to an 11.1% smaller area, the outer diameter in 
/~rojections (72/~) and the projection entry diameter (25.5 

) are similar. Given the differences in biochemistry and 
staining technique, 2.0% sodium phosphotungstate, or fro- 
zen-hydrated (Brisson and Unwin, 1985), 0.2% uranyl-ace- 
tate in our case, the extent of agreement is impressive, partic- 
ularly in the extrasynaptic region, suggesting that the overall 
structural morphology of the AChR is retained under a vari- 
ety of conditions. The mouth of the ion channel, an open 
cylindrical entry funnel, is observed in both reconstructions, 
as are the indications of the positions of the five subunits, and 
the relatively disordered and featureless cytoplasmic domain 
of the AChR. 

Other AChR Associated Proteins 

Besides 43 kD several other proteins are associated with 
AChR, some of which are thought to be associated with the 
formation or stabilization of the junctional specialization. A 

58-kD protein that is cytoplasmic has been characterized 
(Froehner et al., 1987). A 90-kD protein is present at fairly 
high stoichiometry. A 270-kD protein is present at a stoichi- 
ometry of 0.15 mol/mol AChR (Burden et al., 1983). Some 
stain-excluding density lies above the synaptic crest of the na- 
tive AChR and is removed in the alkaline-stripped form. This 
density is probably because of residual elements of the basal 
lamina on the extracellular side that are known to interact 
with the AChR (Bayne et al., 1984; Olek et al., 1984). Alka- 
line treatment of AChR membrane suspensions, removes the 
many minor AChR-associated proteins seen on the gels (Fig. 
7). There is density visible in the difference density maps 
around the outer crest of AChR. Some of this density is be- 
cause of a change in ordering of the AChR subunits. No fur- 
ther attempt has been made to interpret the extracellular den- 
sities. 

The 43-kD Protein Provides an Ordered Linkage 
between AChR and the Cytoskeleton 

The AChR 43-kD protein is concentrated at sites of innerva- 
tion in the postsynaptic membrane (Peng and Froehner, 
1985), and provides for the relative immobilization of the 
AChR at the synapse (Rousselet et al., 1982). Bridgman et 
al. (1987) show by freeze-etch and immunoelectron micros- 
copy, that the 43-kD protein is closely associated with 
AChR, and that the cytoplasmic extension of the AChR-43- 
kD protein (m50/~,) seems to be on the same scale as the ex- 
tracellular extension of the AChR. 

There is an ordered linkage between AChR and compo- 
nents of the 43-kD protein. The volume of the larger of the 
two stains excluding features associated with 43-10) protein 
is *56,000/~3 which corresponds to only 44-kD, or 2 times 
22,000 D equivalents of protein associated with each pair of 
AChR molecules. Thus, only 50% of the 43-kD protein is 
ordered in a regular latticed array at this site. But the stain 
excluding density is low, indicating that the sites are only 
,,035 % occupied by the ordered 43-kD protein, or that the 
43-kD protein is somewhat variable in conformation. There 
is a second smaller feature, one half of a unit cell away in 
the b direction, and accounting for 2 times 10 kD of protein. 
This feature, less than half the mass of the other, may indi- 
cate a second type of association with AChR. However, the 
difference between the two peaks is encoded only in the 
weakest k = odd reflections that have the greatest phase er- 
rors. Thus, another interpretation is that this density should 
be added to the first one, and that it was only separated be- 
cause of the phase errors in the weakest reflections. 

The cytoplasmic components, both on AChR and the 43- 
kD protein array, are much less ordered than the outer surface 
of AChR as seen from lowered contour density, indicating in- 
creased stain penetration in those regions. The cytoplasmic 
domain must also be easily deformed since membranes can 
fold over one another whereupon phosphatidyl head groups 
on the cytoplasmic s!des of adjacent bilayers are separated 
by as little as 10-20 A (Kistler et al., 1982). The sequences 
of different species of each AChR chains are more variable 
by a factor of 2 in this domain, again suggesting a less spe- 
cific role for the less ordered domain (for review, see Stroud 
and Finer-Moore, 1985 where original sources are refer- 
enced for 13 AChR sequences). 

In the reconstructed difference images, the 43 kD protein 
is closely associated with the lipid bilayer as well as with the 
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cytoplasmic domain of AChR. It binds beside, rather than 
beneath the AChR. This is consistent with its ability to ad- 
here to liposomes (Porter and Froehner, 1985). There is no 
strong evidence, biochemical or structural, for a regulatory 
role as suggested by Toyoshima and Unwin (1988) on the ba- 
sis of location, nor does there seem to be any major differ- 
ence in the density that lies underneath the channel where 
these investigators interpreted 43-kD to lie. There is density 
there both with and without 43-kD. However, 43-kD and 
other proteins were not removed from samples in their case, 
and the brief treatment with base may have only redistributed 
43-kD protein on the surface. A danger in both analyses is 
that diminution of protein volume could be because of disor- 
dering rather than removal of protein. There are several 
regions in our difference map where stain excluding volume 
becomes more diffuse and less dense, especially around the 
top crest of AChR (see Fig. 13 c). We attempted to avoid this 
ambiguity by ensuring that the comparison was carried out 
after complete removal of the 43-kD protein and by selecting 
those regions of the stain excluding difference map that cor- 
respond to significant stain excluding regions in the native 
(with 43 kD) map but that are completely stain accessible af- 
ter the removal. This then selects regions in the native struc- 
ture from which protein is removed. 

The subunit closest to the major 43-kD feature (Fig. 14) 
is probably the # subunit to which it can be most easily cross- 
linked chemically (Burden et al., 1983). 

Quantitative comparison of AChR in presence versus in 
absence of cytoplasmic components of the AChR shows an 
ordered association between AChR and cytoplasmic actin- 
binding components. The projected structure shows a more 
five-fold symmetric arrangement after removal of the periph- 
eral proteins. However, the AChR pentameric complex itself 
can aggregate in an ordered fashion that may stabilize the as- 
sociations at the synapse. The major 43-kD component may 
be involved in the correct localization of AChR at the syn- 
apse, and a major question remains to determine how this 
O c c u r s .  

The high conservation of sequence between AChR from 
Torpedo, and sequences of neuroreceptors from brain, from 
the peripheral and central nervous system for acetylcholine 
(Boulter et al., 1987; Whiting et al., 1987), for 3, amino 
butyric acid (Schofield et al., 1987), and glycine (Grening- 
loh et al., 1987), imply that consequences the AChR struc- 
ture has for synaptic transmission will have direct parallels 
throughout the nervous system. 
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